
What  i s  the  Roset ta  S tone?   
The Rosetta Stone is a large granite stone (pinkie grey in colour) with 3 
different types of writing on it. It was created/ written in 196 BC.  
 

How  b ig  i s  the  Roset ta  S tone?  
The Stone is 114.4 centimetres (45 in) high at its tallest point, 72.3 
centimetres (28.5 in) wide, and 27.9 centimetres (11 in) thick. It weighs 
approximately 760 kilograms (1,676 lb).  
 

Why is  i t  ca l l ed  the  Roset ta  S tone?  
The Rosetta Stone is named after the town it was discovered in, a town 
called Rosetta, on the Mediterranean coast in Egypt. This town is now 
called El Rashid.  
 

What  w r i t ing  w as  on  the  Roset ta  s tone?  
The writing is in three different languages all saying the same thing. Two 
are written in Egyptian languages (hieroglyphic and Demotic – an every 
day ancient Egyptian language), and in classical Greek.  
 

What  does  the  Roset ta  s tone  say?  
The Rosetta Stone is thought to have been written by a group of priests in 
Egypt to honour the Egyptian pharaoh Polotomy. It lists all of the good 
things that the pharaoh had done for the priests and the people of Egypt. 
 

Why w ere  there  th ree  lo ts  o f  d i f fe ren t  
w r i t ing  on  i t?  
When it was written, there were three different types of writing being used 
in Egypt. So they wrote it in all three different ways so everyone could read 
the great message.  
 

When w as the  Roset ta  S tone  found?  
The Rosetta Stone was found in 1799.  
 

Who found the  Roset ta  S tone?  
The Rosetta Stone was found by French soldiers who were rebuilding a fort 
at Rosetta, a harbour on the Mediterranean coast in Egypt. They were 
there fighting in Egypt to be able to keep the trade between African 
countries and France.  
 
 



How  long  d id  i t  t ake  to  decode  the  
Roset ta  S tone?  
The only language anyone still knew was the ancient Greek. For twenty 
years scholars tried to decode the slab. Many Egyptologists looked at the 

stone to try and work out the symbols. A French man, Jean Francois 
Champollion was the person who recognised and worked out the names 
in all three different languages. From this he could then start working out 
other words and what the symbols meant. They found out that names 
were written in something called a cartouche, this is an oval it is believed 
this magical rope to protect the person named inside in life and death.  
 

Why d id  i t  t ake  so  long  to  decode  the  
Roset ta  S tone?  
Hieroglyphics are a type of writing used by the ancient Egyptians which 
use pictures for sounds and words. It took a long time as there were 
over 700 different pictures used. These pictures were objects used in 
real life, creatures or just symbols. Words were spelt out using just the 
sounds that can be heard. When using numbers there were only 7 
different symbols and none that represented 0! Interestingly 
hieroglyphics is not an Egyptian word but a Greek word meaning holy 
writing. They have been found on walls of temples, tombs, pyramids and 
scrolls. 
Another reasons hieroglyphics were hard to read was because they 
were written in many different ways. To know which way to read 
hieroglyphics you have to look carefully at the different symbols. 
Whichever way the animals are facing is the way to read the 
hieroglyphics, for example if a bird is looking left they would be read left 
to right if it was looking right it would be read right to left. Also lines on 
showed if it should be read across or top to bottom.  
 

Where  is  the  Roset ta  S tone?  
The stone was taken in 1801 to the British Museum in London. It can be 
found on display in  the Egypt section of the museum. It has information to 
explain the message on the stone and helps explain what the hieroglyphic 
pictures mean.  
 



 

Hieroglyphics  
Used for important and religious 
documents 

 

 

Egyptian writing (demotic) 
Used by most people in Egypt at 
that time. Like an everyday 
language.  

 

 

Greek writing 
Used by the rulers (people in 
charge)  

 

 

 

Rosetta Stone Web links 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryhistory/worldhistory/rosetta_stone/  

 

http://www.historyforkids.net/rosetta-stone.html  

 

http://www.ancientegypt.co.uk/writing/rosetta.html  

 

http://egypt.mrdonn.org/hieroglyphics.html  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryhistory/worldhistory/rosetta_stone/
http://www.historyforkids.net/rosetta-stone.html
http://www.ancientegypt.co.uk/writing/rosetta.html
http://egypt.mrdonn.org/hieroglyphics.html


Notes and Keys Words  

 

Hieroglyphics  

 Hieroglyphics writing using pictures 700 pictures  

 Sounds or whole word  

 Painted or carved on tombs – spells protect dead  

 Very hard to do and read  

 Read Across (Right left) (Left right) or top bottom - 

direction 

 Name in cartouche (oval frame) 

 

Rosetta stone  

 Large rock – pink/ dark grey  

 3 types writing – bottom - Greek, middle - demotic 

(normal Egyptian writing) top – hieroglyphics  

 Written in 196BC 

 Tell good things Pharaoh did 

 Discovered 1799 French soldiers  

 Found in town called Rosetta 

 Same writing all three – so could work out the 

hieroglyphics  

 20 years try to work out  

 On show British Museum  

 


